
 

Da Kruk hosts African music show on Los Angeles' Dash
Radio

Touring DJ, music producer, radio host and creative entrepreneur, Kutloano "Da Kruk" Nhlapo has secured a radio show
slot on Los Angeles' Dash Radio - with a focus on the best new music from Africa.
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The Syndicate Africa’ with the tagline “Spinning the Best New Music from Africa” will air every Friday at 12pm SAST on
Dash Radio / Discover, starting 1 April.

Da Kruk hopes to take African music to even bigger heights, as he has continuously been a key name in highlighting the
awareness and put-on of the ever-expanding, and now international, South African Amapiano genre.

Dash Radio is a no-subscription fee, commercial-free premium radio station that can be accessed for free on its website.
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Dash Radio is a California-based digital radio broadcasting platform with over 80 original stations. These stations are
curated by DJs, radio personalities, musicians, and music tastemakers. The platform includes partner stations curated by
the likes of Snoop Dogg, Kylie Jenner, Lil Wayne, Tech N9ne, Borgore, B-Real of Cypress Hill, and others.

Dash Radio was launched in August 2014 by radio-TV personality and music executive, Scott Keeney, better known as DJ
Skee.

“I am super excited to be broadcasting in Hollywood and creating an authentic gateway for young African artists to become
the next global superstars on their own terms”, says Da Kruk.

Da Kruk strongly believes in continuously seeking new avenues and ways to expand and grow. He has managed to
showcase the South African/African music and entertainment market on international platforms and promises to continue
pressing play on it.
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